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About This Game

Brain Power is a multiplayer battle of words game.

You compete with other players and challenge them on their knowledge of the language.

GAME FEATURES

- relaxing game to play with your friends
- Create your own room and secure it with password if you want to play with friends

- Create your own game and challenge random players
- Define your own categories

- Stop button - when you are ready stop the game
- Chat wih players

- The quickest player who gets most unique words gets the best score!
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Excellent simulation game , works well on laptop 7800gtx , nice xp game. Pretty basic platformer. Should be only available on
mobile gaming.. It's Fortix. You just can't go wrong with Fortix. Fun little game, a must have.. A very beautiful game. I love the
story and the ease of play. I just do not like some of the names for objects. I had no idea what a Bellows was.... G E T I N Y A
D R O N G O S
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Decent game with nice visuals, and a realistic flight model. A wide variety of planes and scenarios. Pretty cheap for what you
get, too.

But it comes with YUplay malware, and not even a warning about this on the store page, so thumbs down from me. Developers,
publishers, or whoever else is responsible need to learn that this is not acceptable. Apparently you can get it without this on
GOG, so go there to buy it.. I Initially picked this up when it first came out. It's still fun once you get past the secondary
characters and get to the core of the game. It's sad that the resolution is still stuck at 800x600, small even for the time it was
made.

Still it's fun to play.. Interesting style but the story line is very forgetable and not at all romantic. I was surprised that this game
was fully voice acted too however despite that this game feels like it should be free. It is way too short. You can beat it in 10
minutes or less. And like I said before WHERE IS THE ROMANCE? II feel like this is a spoiled rich brat visual novel .
Refunded.. Decent game, old school, amazing music, only problem is: too short.. Very good game.. Best drawing party game
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